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MK-3000VP Propane Concrete Saws

MK Diamond Products introduces the MK-3000VP Propane series of concrete saws. These saws provide an efficient alternative method for cutting concrete. The propane saws provide a solution for those environments and situations where propane power is the right choice. The saw is available with a 20”, 26” or 30” blade guard, depending on depth of cut needs.

The MK-3000VP Propane series features a Briggs & Stratton Vanguard 33Hp engine air cooled v-twin horizontal shaft engine with a 33.5 lb (8 gal) horizontally mounted vapor delivery propane tank. Engine features include Dura-Bore cast iron cylinder sleeves and a high efficiency OHV head design for improved efficiency, smoother idle, lower emissions and more power. Magnetron electronic ignition provides dependable starts with no required maintenance.

The MK-3000VP Propane series of saws share many of the same features that have made the gas-powered models so popular. The saws are designed with a dual arbor for left or right-side mounting of blade and blade guard. The blade guard water distribution system is designed for optimal blade cooling and has a garden hose style connector for quick disconnecting.

Controls include a switch operated electric leadscrew for effortless positive adjustment of cutting depth, Forward/Neutral/Reverse lever to control the speed of the saw when maneuvering or cutting, water control lever to easily adjust the water flow rate and a Vernier throttle control for fast and fine engine rpm adjustments.

The MK-3000VP Propane series has many features including a three-position adjustable solid steel handle bars, rigid frame front pointer with high visibility guide wheel for accurate tracking and wide front wheel base which increases stability and allows ramp loading/unloading. The self-propelled saw uses an Eaton model 7 Hydrostatic transmission coupled to the trans-axle. The drivetrain can be disengaged to allow the saw to be pushed manually. A built-in lifting bail adds to the saw’s maneuverability.

“We are constantly updating and improving all of our products with new technologies, materials and safety precautions. MK Diamond’s line of Concrete Saws with the inclusion of this new MK-3000VP Propane series will further enhance our offering to the construction industry. Power, performance and reliability are built into the MK-3000VP Propane series,” states Brian Delahaut, Vice President, MK Diamond Products, Inc.

A wide range of concrete and asphalt diamond blades, ranging from general purpose diamond blades to application-specific professional diamond blades are offered. MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868. For more information call 800/421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com.